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it was in that forest that krishna showed me his true color. it was a skillful hidden trap designed by him. as long as arjuna and bhima were not in the pandavas side, krishna could not see the game and its tricks. it was arjuna that lost to krishna. it was the bhimas who eventually
lost to me. arjuna was unbeatable with his skills. it was at the end of the game that i lost. krishna was with me but arjuna and bhima both were not. i was unable to protect both of them. i just could not do it. bhima and arjuna were my friends and i had all the right to protect them.
but, how could i protect them and live? i couldnt live without them. arjuna and bhima were my family. how could i give up both of them? how could i live without my friends? krishna and arjuna were like master and pupil in the game of thrones. krishna showed me how to live. how
could i live without him? he was like the sun and the moon. the sun is the only source of the day. we can live without water. but, we cant live without the sun. dear sir,karna stories mainly revolves around him but in all those stories there is one significant character who is always
present, that's kunti, who is always giving advices to karna. yudhisthir's attitude towards kunti in karna kunti sangbad is also the same. i feel that she is best character in mahabharata. she is the only character who stands up to yudhisthir and she is always talking after pandavs.

so, she has very important role to play in the epic. i never found it on internet and wanted to read it. hope you come with karna kunti sangbad.with regards,sayantika.
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”the kunti punya represents a man, who recognises his humanness and the eternal truths of universality, equilibrium, and justice, so he becomes a renouncer,
becomes an ascetic and leaves the world, becomes a social activist; in short, he realises his humanity.” 2. karna as a character in the play is an embodiment of

the impersonalism of the modern world, the impersonal forces of the market in which man is a product, that is, a commodity. kunti punya, who could have
been a staunch defender of her sons, becomes one who reconciles war and peace in a common cause. 3. karna was born to the noble pandu and her whom he
mentally and physically neglected by thinking of her as a temporary help to raise his sons. despite her noble heart kunti behaved and acted like a servant for
his sake. kunti gave birth to the son she always loved the most, arjuna. arjuna: kunti mujhe nikalenge, mujhe nikalenge, mujhe nikalenge. kuchch nikalenge,
kuchch nikalenge, kuchch nikalenge. on pandava's confirmation as rulers of the land, kunti saw no future for her son. kunti grieved over the harm done to her
son. as a friend she was exiled to the forest with her son who was named karna. she gave him a strict upbringing and insisted he remain a hermit till 16 years
of age. karna: parda hum aamaaron aur ek parchhaaun aur ek parchhaaun honge, mujhe kaun hain (a cat mein rang-rang) kunti strongly advised arjuna to go
after his mother and son and persuaded him to make peace with pandavs. arjuna had been won over by krishna's arguments and he agreed to take his mother

and son back with the condition that he would not live for 40 years. 5ec8ef588b
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